
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of SQL server DBA. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for SQL server DBA

Maintain, tune, monitor and administer both development and production
SQL Server application databases and application-tier technology
components
Designs, tests and installs database management systems for use with
business applications
Monitor, resolve and implement incidents, service requests, changes and
problem tickets requested by the applications teams providing hands on DBA
support
Ensure that proper root cause analysis is completed on all Database Problem
tickets and that solutions are implemented across the enterprise of servers
Constructs database specifications, provides fault isolation and resolution,
tunes database applications for optimum performance, and implements
disaster recovery and contingency plans as required by the business
Responsible for the control, integrity, and accessibility of the database file
structure of databases with multiple concurrent users
Research database technologies, determine business requirements, propose
changes, and develop migration and implementation plans, may execute
projects based on these activities
Ensure plans for database technologies integrate effectively with other
aspects of the technical infrastructure
Enterprise Oracle RDBMs Deployments and PLSQL
Enterprise Technologies such partitioning, log mining, replication and
messaging
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A bachelor's degree in an IT field
2 years of recent SQL Server DBA experience which includes SQL Server
2012
Must be able to demonstrate strong technical skills in the use of the
components of SQL Server and troubleshooting of SQL Server issues
Have the ability to work well with all types of customers
Thorough understanding of Windows OS Powershell scripting and Active
Directory integrations with SQL Server
Minimum 5 years of work experience as a Database Administrator


